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Deliberation, TIME is Indeed a Factor. 

 When this assignment was first dropped, I still was not entirely sure what a deliberation 

was or at least, what my part in one would be. In not fully comprehending the topic, I 

overestimated the complexity and underestimated how long it would take. In theory, it is an easy 

doing- just talk to random strangers and view where the discussion goes…if only I had known 

how unwilling or maybe too willing individuals were to talk in comparative anonymity. My first 

responder honestly scared me a little from continuing, he got exclaimationy. I do not deal well 

with verbal assaults especially when I did not intend to cause them, but I had to persevere (for 

the good of the grade and for the good of the spirit of deliberation). Though I kept my class, or 

what I believe to be my class, I was terrified to step on any more toes as I tried to generate 

discussion; I tried to be polite as possible while yet still retaining an argument that would breed 

discourse. Admittedly there is a response where I sort of wanted to induce a full on blog war just 

to see what would happen but that was only that one time. Ah, there it is that which had me 

lulled into a false sense of security only to show me the flipside of the posting world: Time. 

Believing it was on my side I did not worry when my initial responses went unheeded, I did not 

worry when my first questions were ignored; I did not even worry when new responses pushed 

my sections down past the point of another scroll. I did not worry, but I should have.                    

 It never occurred to me that in the cyber forum of civic issues, you only have a limited 

amount of time to be heard, a limited amount of screen space to make an impact. Time was my 
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biggest downfall in this assignment and I only thank the cyber powers that be for taking pity on 

me to have a few people respond. Also, no, the irony does not escape me that all my forays are 

on US TIME magazine web pages. Prospective gun laws, NYC drink-ban shot-down, feminism 

in the workplace; all having some takers and some haters but with what given, a good enough 

deliberative mix to get analytical with. I kept constant to TIME because to me it had the best 

forums and the most willing participants, it seems just initially. I do wish I would have had more 

in depth discussions, I am beyond jealous of InterestedCollegeKid and his some sixty-six 

comments thread, but we cannot all be the great ones.  

 Speaking of great ones, these first few non-comment threads are definitely everything 

but. They are not actually anything, just a post and no response, but are great examples for where 

simple discussion breaks down and is truthfully nonexistent. “How Gun Control Ends, Not With 

A Bang But A Whimper” is an article about gun control laws, that having been inspired or 

revived by the Sandy Hook shootings, will probably not make it out of congress. It seems even 

with a majority of people being galvanized into action, enough wish to remain the same to be 

successful in keeping the laws the same. A Spencer60’s comment caught my interest in it seemed 

he was missing information in his case, so I responded wondering why he had ignored or missed 

what had been stated in the article. I thought it best to be a responder instead of a fire-starter 

because there should then be at least one person following my response. Alas, I was left alone 

and directionless in my quest. Spencer60, nor anyonelse gave any feedback whatsoever to my 

questions. Upon looking back, maybe I should not have kept my boundaries, maybe I should 

have released my words helter-skelter, maybe I should have been like InterestedCollegeKid (who 

I am near positive is a member of some CAS class). Yet still, this example shows me that 
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deliberation sometimes fails to even begin if all parties involved are not willing to have their 

views questioned.    

This was not a productive deliberation. It does not qualify as one because I ended up only 

speaking to myself. The analytic side of the deliberation process cannot be addressed and the 

social process abruptly ends at “adequately distributing speaking opportunities” (Gastil p20). He 

spoke once, I spoke once, equally distributed but by no means adequately. This was definitely 

considered a loss on the grand deliberative scale.                                                                    

 Another article I tried my luck on was “Judge Strikes Down NYC Ban on Supersized 

Sodas,” to somewhat avail. Now the title pretty much says it all, New York was going to limit 

drink sizes but Judge Tingling saw reason to deny it. This time I approached two different 

usernames who were relatively on the same side but approached the issue in different ways. 
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DarylBrunt thought that it is the people’s own fault if they wanted to super big gulp away their 

health. He found the masses ignorant in their eating habits and in their refusal to accept dietary 

‘restrictions’ such as the liter-limit.  

I chose to respond with a statement, literally a statement, I wanted to see if maybe questions 

were too combative and this simpler style would initiate anything. The answer is no, again, but 

wait! There is a blinking light in the corner of my computer window. A response! From my 

interaction with CarolynToney a wild ManateeBab has appeared. The original poster, Carolyn, 

had agreed with the Ban and was sad to see it go. She considered it only slightly restrictive and it 

would have been a great stepping stone toward healthier living. My response, in that moment, 

threw caution to the winds. Well, as much as I was allowing myself, I did not want to get 
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slammed but maybe a few agitated responses. In any case, it would have been somewhere to start 

from. 

I do not think with my response I “prioritized the key values at stake” (Gastil p.20) but I wanted 

to get some action going. Pretty much comparing dietary choices to abortion, as if they were on 

the same level, should have prompted a few outcries I thought. It did prompt one, not aggressive 

in the slightest, but an unexpected voice. Bab found my comparison a little incendiary but 

admitted I did have a valid point. I think even though there was not a follow up response, we 

covered the ‘consider other ideas and experiences” (Gastil p.20). I tried to open the discussion to 

others with varying view points, but no takers. It may be a short example but I think I left 

someone consider something new and it made me evaluate what I had said as well.  
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 The article I was most interested in turned out to be the one I was most invested in, which 

makes sense but it also almost cost me my equilibrium. “Confidence Woman” is a piece about 

Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook, and her view as a woman from the top. First mentioned to 

me by my woman writer’s professor, it was like a light shone on the article and an angel’s choir 

sung in the background (most likely the band Brand New-but I am creating ambiance). This 

article seemed like a great place for me to get passionate in deliberation, I would make people 

respond. That goal was accomplished, but the way it went about kind of shook me. I might be 

painting this as like awe-inspiring or terrifying but as soon as BlackRock yelled back I was just 

like oh, this has saddened me. I am not going to lie, I sought advice from fellow classmates to 

see if I should continue or find another thread somewhere else. I was told to shut him down. I did 

not go to that extent but I did gird my loins and maintain my collected exterior as I responded 

back.      
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I believe that even though we did not convince either of each other’s side, I am not entirely sure I 

got him to even consider me, but I feel like if more had been said/shared we could have got 

somewhere. There was very mixed comments on the whole for this article, I even found later 

someone who agreed with BlackRock but just did not tag them.  
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 The comment Swapnadhond made could have very well backed up BlackRock and given 

me greater detail to grasp but she, like so many others, refused to join their contemporaries.  We 

all had the same information base, the rights of woman was the key value, a broad range of 

suggestions if not solutions were given, and I think if we had had time pros and cons would have 

been weighed. It might seem overreaching but there was just so much potential in this discuss-a-

liberation. The only thing that might have been lacking could have been “respect for all 

participants” (Gastil p.20). I felt like I was not being considered as someone to converse with, 

just someone to shut down. It frustrated me.  I had to revise my one comment because even I 

could see the un-moderator like sass sneaking out. If it had been allowed to develop, and no one 

got too catty, it could have become a full-fledged deliberation. Probably a solution would not 

have been reached, I do not know why people are so against bettering even just opportunities for 

women, but the points would have been rich and varied. If only this had been my dream 

deliberation, then they would have been.                                                                                       

 That is just it, for all my time and effort, none of these were ideal deliberations; not a one. 

Maybe it was the lack of identity; you can be anyone which makes you no one so it does not 

matter if you ignore some other no one. Or maybe it was there was not a sense of camaraderie, 

arguing a point takes dedication and the possibility of not being a ‘winner’; better to just ignore 

them and continue on the way. The only thing that makes online public domains better from real 

life public forums is that there is more diversity of thought. My examples are kind of lacking, but 

I know that it exists. They may have been shabby representations, but I do still think they were 

productive at some level. They may have sucked away some of my time, or gave me eons just for 

staring at the screen waiting for a ping, but they taught me that it will not always go well when 

you want to make conversation with a stranger. It taught me to try harder next time to be seen as 
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someone worth contending with. And if that does not work, set up a lit fuse of a question like 

InterestedCollegeKid and let them have at it. The best moderator I have seen to date, that one. I 

learned I am not the best at deliberations, but I think given time, I will do alright with them.  
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